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In Forum...
SJSU swim
team member
Lisa Lewis
doesn’t let
age get
in her way
See story on page 4.
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Social Issues: Homosexuality

Challenging
society’s
norms
By Jennifer Ikuta
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Angela Blewitt will marry the
love of her life in May.
The SJSU anthropology
senior found someone sharing
her interests, someone she gets
along with well and someone
she loves.
"I have found the most suitable human being to spend the
rest of my life with," Blewitt said.
Leisah Swenson, a 1992 SJSU
graduate in theater arts, plans to
spend the rest of her life with
the person she has been dating
for the last 10 months.
"What says you have to wait?"
Swenson, 25, asked. "I want to
show everybody this is the person I love, that this is the person
I want to spend the rest of my
life with."
Blewitt, 22, wants to call their
ceremony a wedding, while
Swenson wants to call it a union.
Regardless of what they call it,
the two will become partners for
life in May.
"I don’t want to be identified
with trying to he man and

woman," Swenson said. "I don’t
want to be identified (or compared) with a straight couple.
It’s a celebration a celebration of us."
Despite the fact that same-sex
marriages are not legal anywhere in the United States, the
two are engaged. They each
wear a gold band on their left
ring fingers. In addition to the
rings, they have matching dragon tattoos on their ankles.
Society does not readily recognize lifelong same-sex relationships. Tax forms, for example, do not have a listing for
"partner." Partners are not eligible for spousal benefits like
insurance coverage in many
companies. In many hospitals,
partners do not have visitation
privileges.
But according to the National
Center for Lesbian Rights, if a
partner has power of attorney,
he or she can visit and make
important decisions relating to
treatment.
See HOMOSEXUALITY. page5
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Angela Blewitt, left, and Leisah Swenson have been together for 10
months Blewitt is majoring in cultural anthropology at SJSU. Swenson

graduated from SJSU with a degree in theatre arts. The couple will be
married in May with a small ceremony in Big Basin St3te Park

Senate opposes new education plan Hotline helps fight
By Kyle Preston Register
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

A subcommittee for the SJSU
Academic Senate said any
changes in the California Master
Plan for Higher Education could
bring about the destruction of
the CSU system.

This statement came in an
Academic Senate resolution earlier this month.
In the resolution the Academic Senate planning, safety and
finance committee said a draft
report on the plan, which was
presented earlier this month to

Sciences and arts
seeks new dean

local
educators,
"contains
numerous assumptions and recommendations injurious to the
best interests of this institution
and its students."
The report was prepared by
Marguerite Archie-Hudson, the
chair of the State A.ssembly Corn-

government waste

mittee on Higher Education. It
was designed to make recommendations for changes to the
master plan.
The master plan, drafted in
1960, outlines the state’s goals

By Pamela (*.ornelisor
*arum lYallt Stall Writer
For anyone who ever wanted
to "blow the whistle" on SJSU
for wasted resources but were
afraid to do so, now there’s a
way.
Anybody can call the state’s
Cost Control Commission hotline at (800) 559-5918 to report
waste or abuse of resources on
campus. People who call the
hotline remain anonymous.
Although the 800 number
was originally set up to deal
with waste in government
offices, it soon expanded to
include the ITC system and,
eyennially, the CSU system.
When the hotline was first
publicized to UC campuses,
there was a flurry of calls with
varying degrees of validin.

See MASTER PLAN. page 10

Taking cover

By Erika D. Schuman

of the College of Applied Sciences and Arts and professor
Not alone in the search for of recreation and leisure studa new dean, the College of ies, and Kenneth Blase, profesApplied Sciences
sor and director of
the School ofJournaland Arts at SJSU has
around
narrowed the field
ism and Mass Communications.
of candidates to six
The
administrators.
remaining
four candidates are
The colleges of
Social Work, EngiElizabeth
Nichols
campus
from the University of
neering and Science
also are currently
Wyoming,
Gail
involved in the process of Whitaker from San Francisco
searching for new deans.
State
University,
Allen
Two of the applicants for Meadors from Eastern Washthe College of Applied Sci- ington University and Craig
ences and Arts are from SJSU
See DEAN, page 10
Michael Ego, interim dean
Sfanan Daily Staff Writer

By Nicole Martin

Health is something students cannot ignore, even
though they may have hectic
schedules.
Some health problems, like
sexually transmitted diseases,
have effects which only
prompt treatment can stop.
Genital warts are the most
prevalent STD seen at SJSU’s
health center. There were
approximately 250 reports of
genital warts this semester,
according to Dr. Robert Latta.
director of Student Health Services. It is important to get
treatment, because the risk of
cervical cancer increases with

genital warts, Latta said.
In a report generated
through Student Health Services last week, there were only
five reported cases of genital
warts. Latta explained that
because genital warts are often
diagnosed with another STD,
the computer system may have
only counted cases in which
genital warts was the primary
diagnosis.
Nancy Okamoto, a nurse
practitioner of women’s health
at SJSU, said most people suspect they have an STD before
they come to the health center.

us.

See WHISTLE, page 10

CSU pays for education
through forgivable loans
By Ed Stacy
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

SI campus, the loan will be
repaid by the loan program at a
r ate of 20 percent of the urtal
it iii amount each war.
\tt trilling to Serena Stantoi d. %Ott. is in charge of the 1.11(
, there are scxen
Sls1 gi.Ris }hunt mating in the
prow:1111,11

For students who have accumulated large debts to pa% it
the increasing cost of a
education there is hope. lhat
lIttpc t mild come from the (
0:skin itself.
CSl’
forgiN able
The
( :at tds II
a
loan/doctoral incentive program for minorities, women .ind Lit lilts Incinher in the occupatit it therapy’ department.
the disabled helps pay for
has benefited from the
the cost of a doctoral
AROMA
Pt ogram( ai gt Akidegree to encourage stu’Al’
Wiliiams
is
halfway
dents to go on and
MINIM through her third war at
become teachers in the
the Wright Institute in
C.S1.3 system.
Established in 1987, the bran Berkelci. %% her slit- is [nu suing
was designed to increase the her dot it! iii it t linit psyi
number of minorities with doc- ogy. She is grateful for the protoral degrees. The program also gram and thinks it helps doctorincreases the likelihood of al students pursue careers in
minorities seeking teaching teaching.
"Because of the prow am, 1
careers within the CSU system.
Students who qualify for the won’t have $311,000 to pas off
loan will teceive up to $10,000 a when I finish."( It rgt
war, to a maximum of $30,000, said. "I call ..1,1tnt and lx a tar over a five-year period while ulty rust Si. I ison’t have to find
another.jtib to make the 1V)M* of
working toward their degree.
After the student’s first year in
S. ,0 LOANS. page 3
a full-time faculty position at a

Knowledge of STDs
is first step in cure
Spartan Daily Staff Write!

one hotline asst-iant who
wished to remain an )11,111011s.
There have been fewer Csl
calls than there have been l C
calls, she said.
The CCC was started 1, Sen.
iii
David Roberti, fl-Van N
September 1992, to evaluate
and deal with government
waste. The university systems
were not included in the
reporting base until May 1993.
Andrew Govenar, depun
press secretary for Roberti and
past commission member, said
hotline calls started out with
reports of "spending $5 for a
$2.50 bottle of Liquid Paper."
but quickly expanded- to
include many other n yes of
resource waste and system
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Jose Alfaro uses a newspaper to shield himself from the rain that hit
San Jose Monday as he and Margarita Alcantar hurry to class

See STD. page 10
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Editorial
AIDS awareness
should be year round
world will count its losses in comThe
memoration of World AIDS Day on
Wednesday.
World AIDS Day is needed to create awareness
that AIDS can affect all segments of society. The
number of people who know someone who either
has HIV, AIDS or has died of AIDS increases every
day.
On the same day is also the fifth annual Day
Without Art, an idea inspired by New York-based
Visual AIDS. The day illustrates the severe effect
AIDS has had on the general community, especially the art community.
But while World AIDS Day/Day Without Art is
worth participating in. it is a shame to need a day
for AIDS awareness at all.
Only recently has society realized the impact
AIDS has on the heterosexual community it is
not a "gay disease" as once thought when the disease first gained public attention. AIDS touches
the lives of men, women, the rich and the poor,
gay and straight.
The Center for Disease Control projects
between 1992 and 1994, 196,000 Americans will
die of AIDS. During that same time span, the CDC
projects nearly 2.7 million Americans will die of
cardiovascular disease and 1.5 million will die of
cancer.
So why have a day for a disease that won’t even
kill 200,000 people in two years? After all, there is
no World Cardiovascular Disease Day. Simply
because AIDS still has a stigma attached to it, that
it is still a "gay disease."
AIDS will not go away simply because society
refuses to recognize it. We need World AIDS Day
as a reminder that the disease touches the lives of
many people.
We can no longer believe we are immune from
AIDS or the impact it has on society.

Forum Page Policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions
to the page are encouraged from students, staff,
faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must
be turned in to the Letters to the Editor’s box in
the Spartan Daily newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall
209, or to the information booth in the Student
Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the newsroom in
care of the Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
School ofJournalism and Mass Communications,
San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192.
Articles may be faxed to (408) 924-3282.
Articles awl letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, daytime phone number, signature
and major.
Although not encouraged, names may be withheld upon request.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a
3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on
the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your
submission.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and will be edited for grammar, libel and
length.
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MIAs, POW still held in the Middle East
Feldman was my
instructor in high
74,.
school. Today, he is
missing in action.
You are probably wondering
how is it possible, since the Westerners held hostage in the Middle East have returned so long
ago and are now safe at home,
touring the lecture circuit or
blending in society.
However, not all have
returned. Feldman, Zachary
Baumel and Yehuda Katz were
captured following a tank battle
with Syrian forces in June, 1982.
Officially listed as MIAs, they
have been treated as hostages,
denied the rights given to prisoners of war and ransomed
from one terrorist group to
another.
Miere are they? According to
Nizar Amar, they are dead and
their bodies are being held in
Syria. Amar is the head of security for the Fatah Organization,
the mainstream branch of the
Palestine Liberation Organization.
In October, 1986, navigator
Ron Arad was captured in
Lebanon, after his aircraft blew
up because of mechanical problems. Since then he has been
held as a prisoner of war.
Who’s holding him? He was
transferred at least three times
in the last seven years.
Where is he? Nizar Amar said
he is held alive in Syria, which
intends to use Arad as a bargaining chip in the negotiations with
Israel. Tami Arad said her husband has been held by the Iranians, probably in Lebanon. The
Iranians have never officially
admitted they are holding him,
or know his whereabouts.

How is he? No one knows.
According to his wife, there has
been no news of him since October, 1987. He has not been
accorded the fundamental right
of any prisoner visits by a representative of the International
Red Cross.
It is outrageous that despite
the assistance Israel has given
the U.S. authorities in liberating
Terry Waite and other Western
POWs including freeing dangerous terrorists from Israeli
prisons as part of the bargain
nothing has been done about
the Israeli MIAs and POW.
What can be done? For one,
the U.S. government should
pressure the Arab countries,
especially those participating in
the peace talks with Israel, to
return the Israelis in captivity.
What can you do? Write to
the President, senators and representatives and ask them to
press the Iranians and Syrians to
release the captives.
Another possibility would be
contacting the Syrian ambassador in the United States (Mr.
Moualem, 2215 Wyoming ave.,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20008.
202-232-6313) and the Iranian
ambassador to the U.N (Mr.
Itharrazi, 622 3rd ave., 34th
floor, New York, NY 10017. 212687-2020).
Arad, Baumel, Feldman and
Katz have been ignored for far
too long.

I am reverting to the
Drobkiewicz method of writing
on different subjects. This is my
last column, as I’m graduating
in a few weeks. Thanks to those

four, and later six, readers who
have commented to me in passing. Without you, it seemed as
though I was writing to myself.
When I gave my column a
name, it was in memorandum to
a columnist who named his column "To my two-three readers"
and died from cancer just
before I began mine.
However, based on written
responses, he was much more
on the money. With the exception of Lynn Benson, our columnists do not get a lot of feedback. During the year, I got only
two letters responding to my
columns. One was last semester
about previewing a television sitcom. The second responded to
my voting column last month,
claiming I voted as I did because
I have a certain bias. Don’t we
all? However, that letter didn’t
get published because I couldn’t
verify who wrote it, since there
was no phone number.
While we’re at it, why waste
time typing (hint, hint) when the
staff can’t verify who wrote the
letter? Check the Forum Page
Policies before corresponding
with us.
Happy holidays
I’m
(almost) out a’ here.
Amos Fabian is the Daily Forum
Editor and a staff columnist.
His column appears every
other Tuesday.

Trials and tribulations in the ’90s
women today are moment, life’s too predictable. It
many
trying to juggle both wouldn’t take a psychic to
a successful career inform me endless car payments
and a happy marriage or rela- are in my future.
tionship. But for some young
Building a career, I often
and single women still in school, remind myself, is going to take a
these priorities seem like unat- seemingly exponential amount
tainable luxuries always reserved of my 20’s.
for someone else.
And experiences people have
When I was in high school, I in their 20’s usually are the
actually war ed nothing to do moments they reminisce over as
with college. My life’s goal rested they get older. It’s the perennial
completely on getting married stroll down memory lane: grandand having babies right out of ma seldom refuses to share with
school. But one night some- grandchild the happy rememwhere between parent-teacher brance of being pursued by the
day and senior graduation cere- grandfather for the first time. Of
mony, my parents questioned course, back then, perfect prim
the chances of me meeting a June Cleaver was who a lot of
nice husband while flipping wives-to-be aspired to be.
burger patties at a nice fast food
Maria Shriver has my ideal
place somewhere close to home. life: a stable career in a maleThat night tensions swept dominated field, motherhood
high, and consequently I started and a secure marriage to boot.
college.
In high school, I used to
This is my last school year. In believe starting a relationship
retrospect, I have heard many was hard. Now I realize mainprofessors say, "just because your taining and committing to one
major is journalism doesn’t would probably be even harder,
mean you automatically become as shown by today’s high divorce
a journalist after you graduate." rates among career-minded
1 myself am aware the tradi- women.
tional value in a diploma isn’t
It would be out of character
going to harvest a miracle and for me to talk expertly on relaturn to gold. Professors may say, tionships. Yet numerous pages in
"then what do you want to do magazines such as "Cosmopolifor the rest of your life?" At the tan are always printing articles
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Letter to the Editor
Women should have
rights to combat
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and surveys which reveal a substantial amount of single working women who regret not having gotten married. And undeniably, there are fed-up housewives everywhere who wish they
had careers before starting a
family, something to fall back on
when the crystal sterlings and
fine china begin to chip and lose
their glistening.
For the most part, a successful
career and happy marriage validate a woman s life domestically
and financially.
College itself teaches a
woman to draft out the politics
of her future, just as all things
associated with adolescence
once informed her of the traditional idealism of marriage.
But lessons to live by can
sometimes be premature; high
foresights and expectations
diminish reality’s outcome
which rewards mostly consolation prizes.
Glans S. Chien is
Daily staff writer

Editor:
Women should embrace combat duty to further their struggle for equal opportunity Given
the proper training, women can handle combat
duty as well as the average male soldier. Denying
women this opportunity to serve their country
further perpetrates the oppressive traditions of
a male dominated society.
In many instances in American history,
women have been able to handle and perform
well in positions traditionally dominated by
men. During World War II, while the men went
off to war, women’s labor was essential in the
fabrication and manufacture of war machinery.
Their contributions in those capacities were
crucial to the overall success of the war.
In recent times, we’ve seen more women
entering the job market and performing as
well, if not better, than their counterparts.
Women in business have infiltrated the top
executive positions and have not only demonstrated firmness and political savvy, but have
brought a refreshing, egalitarian approach to
the field. The range does not end solely with
business. Women are actively contributing in
other fields such as construction, transportation, law enforcement, etc.
My own belief in women’s abilities in male
dominated fields stems from early childhood
experiences growing up with five sisters. As typical of most neighborhoods, there is a mixture
of boys and girls playing typical games like jump
rope, hopscotch and the like. Even though my
sisters were capable of playing baseball, touch
football, wrestling and other aggressive games,
the boys in our neighborhood exempted girls
from certain games. Even though my sisters
knew they were aggressive enough to play well,
they would resort to cheerleading instead, an
activity they felt was inferior to what they preferred. I remember thinking if these boys would
just give them a chance, they would be amazed
at my sisters’ capabilities.
Boxing is an exhilarating and empowering
experience for the victor, as are wrestling, football, hockey and other aggressive sports. If we
allow women to have these experiences, their
self-esteem and empowerment would be greatly enhanced and would enable them to make
greater strides in their struggle for greater
opportunities, including combat duty.
The historic belief was that if allowed into
combat along with white males, minorities
would diminish the military’s overall effectiveness. Now, it is common knowledge that minorities are a viable source of military might.This
will be the result of allowing women in the combat zone. Imagine, legions of military women,
marching in parades, all trained in lethal combat do you think there would be a Tailhook
convention then?
Genaro /3arajas
junior; political science

A time to honor
Editor:
Several weeks ago was Veterans Day, a time to
honor those who are serving and have served
in our country’s Armed Forces. Instead, the
SPARTAN DAILY reader was treated to a sad diatribe from Ron Gardner,(The cost of an article," Nov. 11) attacking the honor of SJSU’s
ROTC departments, as well as the servicemen
and women of this country’s military.
Mr. Gardner claims ROTC is making deals
with the Daily advertising in exchange for
coverage. Mr. Gardner should be careful in
making such accusations. The "deal" Mr. Gardner speaks of are two articles the Daily did on
the training activities of the Army ROTC.
Mr. Gardner can’t believe SJSU reporters
would have the audacity to write articles in the
SJSU paper about SJSU cade ts participating in
SJSUactivities.
For the only "real news" that can possibly be
written about the ROTC program is its orders
from the Defense Department regarding gays
in the military. Forget the hard work and long
hours the cadets put into learning leadership.
Never mind the invaluable skills this program
instills in a person and prepares them for the
future in the military or otherwise. And still,
who cares whether the program commissions
the future leaders of this country’s military, the
very protectors of the liberty and freedom with
which Mr. Gardner lives.
Mr. Gardner wasn’t content in questioning
the Daily’s coverage. Mr. Gardner pegs the
ROTC as "an organization on campus advocating violence as the solution to problems," one
that disregards for the Constitution of the U.S.
To say the ROTC advocates violence as the
solution to problems is laughable if not sad
having come from a senior at a major university. General MacArthur could not have been
more correct when he said to West Point cadets,
"The soldier above all other people prays for
peace, for he must suffer and bear the deepest
wounds and scars of war."
What Mr. Gardner wants is for this school’s
newspaper to be his personal attack dog against
ROIL. He has no idea what the Arnencan servicemen and women have done for this country. The soldiers, sailors, airmen and marines
take an oath to defend our Constitution with
their lives!
We should all be more appreciative of those
who have served this country; on Veterans Day
especially so.
Andrew C. LeBlanc
junior indushial technology
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San lose State University

SpartaGuide
The San Jose
State calendar

TODAY
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT: meeting; 5:45 p.m.; Montalvo rm,
Student Union ; call Linda 9242557
COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES
AND As: Open Forum to meet
Elizabeth Nichols, candidate for
the position of Dean; 11:30
a.m.; Engineering 287; Call
Diana Stover 924-3271 or
Coral Christensin 924-3035
LLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Meeting 1215- 1:15; Almaden
Room Student Union; call Wendy
at 293-3772
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Gallery Art Reception 68 p.m. ; Art Building and Industrial Studies; call Marla Novo
924-2330
SJSU SKI AND SNOWBOARD
CLUB: Meeting; 7:00 p.m.;
Almaden Room of Student
Union; Call Patty for info at 3568347
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS:
General Meeting; 12:30-1:30;
Engr Blding, E-333; Call Sim
W54

EDIVESDAY

A.S. MULTICULTURAL COMMITTEE:
Pan African Art Sale; 10:303:00 p.m.; In front of Student
Union; call Nicole Padellan at
924-6240
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM
BOARD: Wednesday night cinema "The Fugitive" ; 6 and 9

for info call 924-6261
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT: Dr.
Andrew Wyrobek, Biomedical
Scientist will be speaking; 1:30
DH 135 call Jean Ann Luckhardt
924-4900
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation; 6
p.m.; Almaden room, Student
Union; Call 924-6033
THE DANCE PROGRAM OF THE
SJSU THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT: Wednesday dance; 5-6
p.m. ; Washington Square Hall
RM 204; call Erika Faust 92450/11
JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH: Ask
the Rabbi; 12-2 p.m.; in front of

the Student Union;

Almaden Rm.

SJSU STUDENTS FOR CHOICE:’
Speakers and Film presentation
"When Abortion was legal"; 8
p.m. ; Almaden Room Student
Union ; call 236-3487 for info
SAN JOSE 3 DEFENSE COMMITTEE: Stop Police Brutality Rally;
12:00-1:00 p.m.; Student Union
Amphitheatre; Miguel 932-7596
SIGMA DELTA ALPHA AND
CALMECA: Posadas; 6:00 p.m.;
Chicano Resource Center; Jose

SPARTAN DAILY, (USPS 0 509480i is published daily every school day for ((ull atarlen,
it year) Ii25 (rah semester). $15. 011-tiunpus price per copy, IS cents, by Sin Jose State
rinersin, One Washington Square. Sanitise, CA, 95192-0149. Mail subscriptions accepted on a remainder of semester hisis. Second-class postage paid at Sanitise, CA.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Spartan Daily, Sanitise State University.
hir Washington Square, San Jose. CA, 95192-0149.
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CSU has paid out a total of $10.5
million since 1987.
Students who do not end up
teaching at a CSU are required
to pay back the total loan
amount within a 15-year period.
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dents have taken advantage of
money I would need to pay off the program since it started. The

(415) 571-7400 .FAX (415) 572-150:

JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
is looking for future leaders in Public Affairs. We offer
a 2-year Master’s program in Pubic Policy, with
concentrations offered in:
Criminal Justice
Energy & Environmental Policy
Government & Business
Health Policy
Housing & Community Development
Human Services, Labor 8, Education
International Affairs 8, Security
International Development
International Trade 8 Finance
Press 8, Politics
Science 8 Technology
Transportation
Urban Economic Development
Interested? Then come meet with the Kennedy School
Representative who will visit your campus on.
DATE:
Tuesday, November 30 ,1993
TIME:
2:00 pm group session
LOCATION: Please contad the Student Counseling/Career
Office for this information.
ALL STUDENTS, ALL YEARS, ALL MAJORS WELCOME!

Looks like a
Vivarin night.

Police ask
for citizen
assistance

The big one’s only 12 hours awaN. Nou
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you’ve gotta
cram. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing.
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake...make it

Ormestoppers

When: Saturday, Sept. 18
Where: Joe West Residence
Flail
What: A resident of Joe West
Hall met two people at Third
and Santa Clara streets on the
way home from a nightclub.
The resident invited the two
people to his dormitory and
then went shopping. When he
returned, the two people were
gone and several items were
missing.
Suspect #1: Black male, about
20- to 25-years-old, 6 feet tall
with brown eyes and black hair.
He may go by the name
"Aaron."
Suspect #2: Black male, about
20- to 25-years-old, 5 feet 9 inches, with brown eyes and black
hair.
If you have any information
leading to the apprehension of
either suspect, call 924-STOP.
You may be eligible for up to
$5,000 in reward money. You
may remain anonymous.

At , Limit .1

Color 8 1/2 x 11
Copies 20 lb.

Xerox
Copies

11()IlYNA,()01) 11.1( olzi)s
C OM l’At
DISL
AND CASSI III

287-1111

No Minimums, No Reserves!
Everything Sells At The Fall Of The Hammer!
DON’T MISS THIS TREMENDOUS
( :OMIT ITER PUR( :H.ASE )1 TORTUNITY!

Loans
this loan."
To get into the program, a
student needs to be sponsored
by a faculty member, who agrees
to become his or her mentor.
Glogoski-Wilhams was sponsored by Dr. Lela Llorens, interim associate academic vice president for faculty affairs, and Dr.
Debra David, SJSU’s director of
gerontology.
According to Anne Ambrose,
a spokeswoman for the CSU
Chancellor’s Office, 528 stu-

30 Area Locations
campus Locatkm Corner of I I th & San Cark)s

Villarreal 951-0516

(408) 924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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call Ester Riva

Kokin 263-3246
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Meeting I/ Bilingual Education; 2:305:00 p.m. Student Union
MUSUM STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Documentary Film: "Zionism is
10Racism,"
Showtimes:
1030a.m.; noon-12:30p.m.; 44:30p .m., Student Union,

p.m.; Student Union Ballroom;
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Lewis brings experience to team
’I hope, if anything, that I’m an
example that you
don’t have to be
20 to swim. You
can be 40 and
swim.’

-Lisa Lewis
SJSU swim member

ERIC S. IR WINAN--SPARTAN DAILY

Lisa Lewis. SJSU swim team member, uses a kick board during swim practice at the Aquatic Center. Lewis is recovering from wrist surgery.

Forty -one-year-old Spartan balances 18-unit course load and swimming
By Holly Celeste Fisk
Spartan Daily Staff Wiser

She may be the oldest swimmer on the team, but 41 -yearold Lisa Lewis is the only Spartan who has been swimming
for 35 years.
"I’m the slowest person on
the team," Lewis said. "It’s alittie hard on the ego, but it’s
okay considering that most of
the kids could be my daughters."
Her slow times are partly a
result of a fall at her former job
as a circuit design checker at
Plantronics.
Lewis is working to recover
from four surgeries on her
hand, including the removal of
a bone in her wrist.
"I got a waterproof cast and I
was able to do some kicking, so
I lost mainly upper body and
endurance, Lewis said.
Lewis worked in electronics
for 17 years before her accident.
She has since returned to

SJSU to major in occupational
therapy and is enrolled in 18
units.
’Things happen for reasons," Lewis said. ’Nobody likes
change when it happens, but
after it happens, you’re glad it works out."
The occupational therapy
major is impacted at SJSU, so
Lewis is concentrating on her
minor in special education
now
A certification grant program for early intervention for
children at risk pays for her
school and allows her to earn
five units for her work.
A personal disability insurance policy has paid Lewis 60
percent of her salary for the
past two years, but the private
policy runs out this month
unless negotiations work out in
Lewis’ favor.
Lewis was recruited by Spartan Swimming Coach RoseMn
Benson at the Aquatic Center
at the beginning of the semes-

ter.
"I started laughing really
hard because I couldn’t believe
she was serious," Lewis said. "I
took it as a really nice compliment."
Lewis joined the team but
doesn’t practice with them
because of her 18-unit course
load, which makes working out
more difficult.
She has to be self-motivated
to schedule her hour-and-a-half
workouts around the rest of
her schoolwork.
The 200-individual medley,
the 100 and 200-breaststroke,
the 100-backstroke and the
500-freestyle are the events she
has competed in this season.
"I hope, if anything, that I’m
an example that you don’t have
to be 20 to swim," she said.
"You can be 40 and swim."
She doesn’t allow her age or
experience differentiate her
from the rest of the team.
"RoseAnn wants more people on her team - the more

Mountaineers unsure which bowl to play
(AP)So what’ll it be, West Virginia - the Cotton or Sugar
Bowl?
The undefeated, third-ranked
Mountaineers appeared headed
to the Cotton on Sunday, but
apparently are now leaning
toward the Sugar. If the switch
occurs, it would send Notre
Dame to the Cotton against No.
7 Texas A&M and West Virginia
to the Sugar against No. 9 Florida or No. 16 Alabama.
The major reasons: money
and television.
The Sugar Bowl pays $4.15
million per team, compared with
$3 million for the Cotton. The
switch also would benefit NBC,
which televises the Cotton Bowl
and has a multimillion-dollar
deal to show Notre Dame home
games.
NBC, which will televise the
expected showdown between
top-ranked Florida State and No.
2 Nebraska in the Orange Bowl,
denied playing a role in the West
Virginia situation. But NBC
clearly prefers televising Notre
Dame in the Cotton instead of
having the Fighting Irish play in
ABC’s Sugar Bowl, which competes with the Orange Bowl for
W ratings on New Year’s night.
There was no official word
Monday on the bowl destinations of West Virginia and Notre
Dame. But several bowl sources
said the Mountaineers plan to
turn down an imitation from the
Cotton and go to the Sugar.
"We’d be honored to play in
either one of those," West Virginia athletic director Ed Pastilong said. "And if those invitations are extended, then we certainly will discuss them with our
administration and coaches and
react accordingly."
Under the bowl coalition system, the Cotton Bowl will probably have first crack at West Virginia when the official selections
are made Sunday. But the Mountaineers, champions of the Big
East, have the right to decline

because they can get more
money from the Sugar Bowl.
"West Virginia University is a
self-supporting athletic program
and finances are obviously
important to us," Pastilong said.
"Our fans and our team also are
important to us when we make a
decision like this, so all of those
things will be studied."
In other words, the Mountaineers aren’t about to pass up
an extra $1.15 million without
giving it careful consideration.
They ve only grossed more than
$1 million from a bowl twice in
the school’s 103-year football history
John Paquette, associate commissioner of the Big East, said he
wasn’t aware of any deal.
"Writers are calling me to say
West Virginia’s thinking about
passing on the Cotton Bowl, but
I haven’t heard anything about
that," Paquette said.
Cotton Bowl general manager
Rick Baker acknowledged that
the Mountaineers could choose
the Sugar instead of his bowl.
"Everyone has options," he
said. "We know they have that
option."
Troy Mathieu, executive director of the Sugar Bowl, declined
to say whether his bowl would
pursue West Virginia.
"We are not in any position to
take any stance," he said.
Notre Dame officials said they
still weren’t sure where the Irish
would play on Jan. 1.
West Virginia quarterback
Darren Studstill said the situation was "real confusing."
"It’s just like waiting for a job
callback," he said. "Everybody’s
calling each other, trying to see if
anybody’s heard anything."
West Virginia (11-0) wanted to
play Nebraska (11-0) in the
Orange Bowl, but Florida State
(11-1) probably will get that
opportunity because it edged
out West Virginia in the combined Associated Press and USA
Today-CNN polls.

West Virginia is third in the
AP media poll, behind No. 1
Florida State and No. 2 Nebraska. In the coaches’ poll, Nebraska is No. 1, West Virginia No. 2
and Florida State No. 3.

Bowl Game Dates
Al Tense EST

Friday, Dec. 17
Las Vegas Bowl
At Las Vegas
Ball State (8-2-1) vs. Utah State
(6-5), 8 p.m. (ESPN)
Saturday, Dec. 25
Aloha Bowl
At Honolulu
Fresno State (8-3) vs. Colorado
(7-3-1), 3:30 p.m. (ABC)
Friday, Dec. 31
Independence Bowl
At Shreveport, La.
Virginia Tech (8-3) vs. Indiana
(8-3), 12:30 p.m. (ESPN)
Saturday, Jan. 1
Citrus Bowl
At Orlando, Fla.
Penn State (9-2) vs. Tennessee
(9-1-1), 1 p.m. (ABC)
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas
Texas ARA (10-1) vs. Coalition,
1 p.m. (NBC)
Rose Bowl
At Pasadena, Calif.
UCLA (8-3) vs. Wisconsin (8-11) or Ohio State (9-1-1), 4:30 p.m.
(ABC)
Orange Bowl
At Miami
Nebraska (11-0) vs. Coalition, 8
p.m. (NBC)
Sugar Bowl
At New Orleans
Alabama (8-2-1)-Florida (9-1)
winner vs. Coalition, 8:30 p.m.
(ABC)
Saturday, Jan. 15
East-West Shrine Classic
At Stanford, Calif.
East vs. West, 4 p.m. (ESPN)

people, the better and stronger
the team," Lewis said. "And I’m
just one of those people."
Most of Lewis’ swimming as
an adult has been long-distance
ocean swimming such as the
Santa Cruz to Capitola Pier-toPier and the Golden Gate 1.6
Mile Swim. But she hasn’t been
able to do as much long-distance swimming since her
surgery.
Lewis plans to be in shape
for the longer swims by next
spring or summer.
"I enjoy being out there in
the water more so than being
in a pool," Lewis said.
"You get to play with the
otters and see the dolphins. It’s
really nice."
Lewis’ love for animals
extends to land animals too.
She started feeding abandoned
cats six years ago in a Santa
Cruz park where people had
left them near her job at
Plantronics.
"I just started feeding them

and if you’re going to feed
them, you have to spay and
neuter them and give them
shots," she said.
Lewis can’t take most of the
cats home with her, but she
tries to find them homes and is
looking for a refuge for the
homeless animals.
She owns a horse and several cats and her veterinary bills
run about $6,000 a month.
How does she do all this and
keep up with 18 units?
"Who says that I am?" she
said, laughing.
She takes things one day at a
time and that includes her new
boyfriend. He lives out of town,
Lewis said, which actually
makes things easier because
they tend to spend quality time
together.
"He’s a keeper," she said.
Lewis will be working out
her insurance crisis during winter break.
"Right now I can’t see past
finals, she said.
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Women hoops’
Top Twenty Five
The Top Twenty Five
women’s basketball teams as
compiled by Mel Greenberg of
the Philadelphia Inquirer based
on the votes of 65 women’s
coaches, with first-place votes in
parentheses, record, total points
based on 25 points for a firstplace vote through one point for
a 25th-place vote and previous
ranking:
Record Pis Pv
1
1. Tenn. (64) 2-0 1,624
3
1-0 1,512
2. lowa (1)
3. Texas Tech 2-0 1,401 14
5
2-0 1,397
4. Auburn
2
5. Vanderbilt 1-1 1,295
4
6. Louis. Tech 1-1 1,284
7
0-0 1,219
7. Penn St.
9
8. N. Carolina 0-0 1,083
6
0-1 1,071
9. Stanford
10. Virginia
2-0 1,031 10
925 12
11. Colorado 2-0
856 13
12. W. Kentucky 1-0
13. Southern Cal 0-0 761 11
1-1
689
14. Ohio St.
1-0
642 16
15. Kansas
579 15
16. Step. Austin 0-0
2-0
570 17
17. Georgia
18. Connecticut 1-0 506 18
2-0 495 19
19. Alabama
20. SW Missouri 0-0 390 20
21. C.. Wash.
1-0
346 21
22. Mississippi
2-0 293 22
23. Purdue
2-0 266 25
24. Maryland
1-0 244 23
25. Oldahoma St. 0-0 131 24

Sports Quiz

Q.

Who was the last
SJSU men’s basketball player to score
30 or more points
in a game?

Last week’s quiz:
How many former SJSU men’s
basketball players played in the
NBA? Name half.
Answer:
Six. Ricky Berry, Sacramento1989; Wally Rank, San Diego1981; Chris McNealy, NY
Knicks-1986-88.
Please submit answers to Dwight
Benton Hall, Room 209. One
winner will be chosen at random
from al/ correct answers. The
winner will receive a certificate for a two-scoop sundae
or Reekir shake at Baskin
Robbins on Story and White
Roads.

Spartans earn league honors
By Carolina Moroder
Staff Writer

Spartan Daily

Three SJSU soccer players
won Mountain Division distinctions for their performances in
the fall season.
Brian Weaver earned First
Team,
Spencer
Belideau
received Second Team and Scott
Wiebe was given Honorable
Mention.
The winners are selected by
all the coaches who participate
in the conference.
The coaches nominate the
candidates according to the players’ performance during the
games. The conference then
sends out the names to all the
participating coaches.
The coaches get to select the
best players, who win First Team,
Second Team and Honorable
Mention.
Weaver, forward, scored 13
goals and added seven assists for
the Spartans.
Weaver, a human performance major, has been in SJSU’s
soccer team for three years. He
said his change to forward position gave him the possibility to
score more goals.
"It’s a great honor (to win this
distinction). It’s the first time I’ve
accomplished this in college," he

SPORTS
CALENDAR
Today:
Women’s Basketball vs. Fresin
State, 7:30 p.m., EVENT CENTER.

Wednesday:
Women’s Basketball vs. Santa Clara
University, 6 p.m., SAN JOSE
ARENA.
Men’s Basketball vs. Santa Clara
University, 8 p.m., SAN JOSE
ARENA.

Saturday:
Men’s Basketball vs. Fresno State,
7:30 p.m., EVENT CENTER

Brian Weaver

Spencer Belideau

said.
Gary St. Clair, head soccer
coach, said Weaver had the leading score in the league.
"I felt he well deserved (the
distinction)," he said.
"It’s nice to be recognized,"
Belideau said about his Second
Team selection. Although for
him, the team’s overall record is
more important than his own.
Belideau is a business marketing major and has been in the
soccer team for three years. He
finished the season with three
goals and one assist.
This is the first winning season since 1983 for SJSU’s soccer
team who finished with a 9-7-2
record.
"We are in course for continued improvement," Belideau
said.
St. Clair said most players in
this year’s team were recruited

Scott Wiebe

by him.
’This is a maturing process,"
he said.
’The players are getting better
because they are beginning to
understand what is expected of
them," St Clair said.
"Nothing like results to finalize that," St. Clair said, referring
to this year’s winning season.
St. Clair said Wiebe, forward,
who won the distinction of Honorable Mention, should have
won a higher award. Wiebe had
four goals and three assists for
SJSU.
"Part of the process is to make
yourself known (to the other
coaches)," he said.
Wiebe, a business finance
major, said that the soccer team
has improved greatly in the last
few years.
"It’s excitini for me to be in a
winning team, he said.

New Mexico Sate defeats Highlands
1AS CRUCES, N.M. (AP) William Howze hit 8 of 9 shots
and finished with 19 points in 17
minutes of playing time Monday
as New Mexico State beat New
Mexico Highlands 121-81.
The Aggies (2-0) used their
pressure defense to turn many of
Highlands’ 26 turnovers into
easy baskets. New Mexico State
also had 15 steals.
New Mexico Highlands (2-3),
was led by forward EddieHuff’s
22 points and 12 rebounds.
Guard Tony Valencia scored 16
points and had 10 rebounds,
while reserve Ernest Jenkins

scored 14 points and had four of
the Cowboys’ five 3-pointers.
New Mexico State never
trailed in the game, dominating
the rebounding against the
smaller Cowboys. Guard Rodney
Walker connected on 8 of 11
shots and scored 17 points, while
D.J. Jackson scored 12 points
with four 3-pointers.
New Mexico State coach Neil
McCarthy used 14 players and 13
of them scored. Six Aggies finished in double figures.
SJSU will play Big West foe
New Mexico State in the Event
Center next month.
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’I really admire
that Leisah
really doesn’t
care what
other people
think. She
doesn’t let it
affect who she is
or how she
thinks.
I’m too
sensitive
I wear my heart
on my sleeve.
I’ll talk back.
Ijust let things
eat at me.’
Angela Blewitt

Angela sleeps in on a Sunday morning after a late night working at the Event Center while Leisah talks on the phone with the director of her theatre company.

Homosexuality: Changing the stereotypes
From page I
Blewitt and Swenson
could face some of these
same problems after their
they
ceremony, when
become partners.
Balancing their time
between work and school,
Blewitt and Swenson are
happy with their relationship.
Blewitt works in the Student Union and at the
Event Center. She plans to
pursue a doctorate in
anthropology at UC BerkeSwenson has used her
degree and skills in theater
arts to start her own
production company, Reality Check Theater, which
operates out of the Billy
DeFrank Lesbian and Gay
Community Center in
downtown San Jose.
She also works full time
as a seamstress at Leather
Masters, an adult novelty
store near downtown San
Jose.
Their happiness is
shared by other members
of their families.
Both of their mothers
have met and get along like
a couple old friends. They
met fairly early in the
relationship and found
much in common, the
daughters said.
"It was like they knew
each other all of their lives.
Angela, Leisah, and
Manny Cabanas joke
around at a going
away party for
Cabanas, who introduced them last year.
The couple said they
didn’t notice each
other at first, but
Angela said after they
danced, She took
my hand and I knew
I’d go wherever this
person goes."

They had similar stories to
share," Swenson said.
younger
Swenson’s
brother, Eric, is also supportive of his sister.
"I have other friends
it’s just like
who are gay
being straight (in terms of
acceptance)," Eric, 16, said.
"And Angela is such a
good friend to me. I
consider her a sister
already"
Segments of society, however, are not always as
accepting and understanding as the Blewitts and
Swensons have been.
According to the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against
(GAD),
Defamation
adults are offered rewards
for heterosexuality and
penalties for homosexuality,
so those who self-identify
as lesbian or gay often
hide their orientation,
even from family and
friends.
While growing up, Swenson and Blewitt said they
felt pressure from society to
be heterosexual.
’There was nowhere for
me to go," Swenson said.
’There was no one for
me to talk to. Part of the
overall feeling is that
you are a bad person,
you are disgusting and vile."
Blewitt said she had similar experiences in high
school.

Shopping for weekly groceries, Angela, left, and Leisah check
corn to see if it is ripe.The couple has been splitting household expenses since they moved in together in August.
"When I was growing up
with my sister, one of the
worst insults was to be
called a lesbo’," Blewitt
said.
"What happens in high
school when your first

crush is on a girl? What
happens at that awkward
age when you can’t hide
something that is unspeakable in our culture by virtue
of how you were created? If
I am created this way, how

is that wrong?"
According to Byron
Pogts, co-chairperson of the
San Francisco chapter of
GLAAD, one of the biggest
challenges is overcoming
the oppression of gays and
lesbians.
Blewitt wants to tear
down many of the stereotypes she feels society has
established about gays.
"We aren’t deviant," Blewitt said.
"It’s completely necessary to show we’re just people. The only time the
media shows us is as freaks
and troublemakers."
For gays and lesbians,
dealing with cruel insults
and derogatory comments
is a part of everyday life.
Swenson said she is often
able to let the personal
insults pass.
For Blewitt, it is often
more difficult to ignore the
personal attacks.
"I really admire that
Leisah really doesn’t care
what other people think,"
she said.
"She doesn’t let it affect
who she is or how she
thinks. I’m too sensitive I
wear my heart on TM
sleeve. I’ll talk back. I ill,1
let things eat at me.
’When people look at
me like I’m a maggot, it
matters to me. It shouldn’t.
hut it does and it hurts."

Angela and Leisah have matching stylized dragon
tattoos. To Angela, the dragon is a symbol of dignity and
wisdom. They also wear gold rings to show their commitment to each other.

After Angela, right, graduates next winter, she would like to
go to graduate school at UC Berkeley and also travel to
Brazil. The couple may later move to New York where
Leisah can pursue theater work. Someday, Angela and
Leisah want to have children. Each wants to have one girl,
with Angela’s being the first born.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY
MONIQUE SCHOENFELD
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Jackson
threatens to sue
London paper
LOS ANGELES (AP) --krmaine Jackson threatened Monday to sue a London newspaper
for $200 million for printing an
article which he claims wrongly
quoted him as doubting the
innocence of brother Michael.
Jernmine said he never spoke
with the London Daily Express,
which published the story Nov.
26, and had never met Roger
Tavener, to whom Jackson was
purported to have given an
exclusive interview.
"It is false. And it is wrong.
And they will pay," Jermaine
Jackson told The Associated
Press.
Jennaine said he and his family stand behind Michael "1,000
percent" as Michael battles allegations of child molestation.
"We have known from the
very beginning that he is innocent and that he is a victim," he
said.
"And we are going to continue to stand by his side until his
truth prevails."
Jermaine said that if the London Daily Express doesn’t print
a timely retraction, he will sue
the paper for libel, seeking $200
million in punitive and compensatory damages.
Officials at the paper were
unavailable for comment. A person answering the phone early
Tuesday morning London time
said no senior managers were in
the office.
In another development, a
federal judge set March 29 as
the trial date for a lawsuit
Michael Jackson filed against
man for alleging selling videotapes of Jackson without the
singer’s permission.
In the suit against Steve Howell, Jackson is seeking the return
of the tapes, along with $250,(XX)
in compensatory damages.
Howell’s attorney, John Wolcott, said the tapes showed "pretty innocuous stuff," including
footage of Jackson petting and
talking to his llamas.
Wolcott said Howell and Jackson were friends at the time the
tapes were made, and that the
videos amounted to home
movies. Wolcott said Howell only
made $5,000 off of them in a single sale.

Storm dumps four
inches of snow at
Tahoe, causes
traffic delays
Like Tahoe (AP)
A storm left up to 4 inches of
mow in the Lake Tahoe area
Sunday, causing delays for travelers heading home after the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
California Highway Patrol dis
patcher Susan Schmitz in Truckee, Calif., said westbound traffic
an Interstate 80 was backed up
men miles at one point Sunday
ifternoon west of Donner Summit.
’Actually, the traffic jam came
before the heaviest snow," she
maid. "The jam was primarily
-hie to all the California
motorists deciding to go home
It the same time.
"Everybody tried to get out at
the same time before the worst
:if the storm hit."
Chains or snow tires were
required off and on Sunday on
ieveral Sierra highways, including 1-80 over Donner Summit
and State Route 431 over the
Mount Rose Summit.
Westbound trucks on 1-80
also were held near the California-Nevada line much of Sunday
in an effort to ease traffic flow
an one of the year’s busiest traydays.
The National Weather Service said the storm left anywhere
From 2-4 inches of snow at elevations above 6,500 feet. Little
,now was reported at lake level.
Dick Fuller, a weather service
meteorologist in Reno, said
another system should arrive by
Monday afternoon and produce
chance of snow.
"It’ll probably leave more
,now than the current system,
but it doesn’t look like a major
dorm," he said. "It’ll be colder
and the snow levels will be
lower."
No major storms appear on
the horizon, he added.
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December 3rd Downtown
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more to pick-up your free
tree between 10 a m
6 p m that same day
located at 66 S First St

RNI

r 163 W. Santa Clara St.
Next to D.B. Cooper’s
rr (408) 298-6750
: Peggy Sue’s opens at II am
Call ahead for to-go order
wah
: Walk from SJSUI

Free Chris
Tree with
Shopping

Zif

Lunch Plate Special
Chicken or
Beef Teriyaki

(gardenburgers available)
I from 3-9 pm everyday
IP
II 4

I

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1

With purchase of:

:hamburgers

Fountain Alley

27 Fountain Alley, San Jose

298-2299
exp. 12/25/93

-11’

(next.fa Bella Mia restaurant)

Lai* for participating
retailers with the
"Red Holiday Shopping
Bag" displaying this ad.
Restaurants and services
are excluded One tree
per customer, family
This promotion benefits
The Crippled
Children’s Society

FREE PASS
Present this coupon for
FREE admission any
Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, or Saturday
(no limit to number of people
in party. S5 value per person.)
r 280-0707
EXP. 12/3/93
,
:f
/

3 -Hours Free
Holiday Parking
Nov 26 Jan 1
10am -8pm
Customers park free
at the lot located on
San Fernando between
2nd and 3rd

OFF
ANY

4107.2P..."

163 W Santa Clara St.
San Pedro Square

MEDIUM

279 -JUMP

San Jose

Campbell

135w Santa Clara St

1640 S Bascom Ave

on rnrtain special evenDO
Imo e=i MN 1=0

W

flZZJfl,nI0, .,000, 0, ,, roue am,
qmp,ar
pnc

ru

FREE DELIVERY

WEDNESDAYS

280-0707

SP

280-0707

Christmas In The Park
Dec 3 thru Jan 1
Plaza Park
Tree lighting Ceremony
Dec 3 at 6 p m
Open daily until
midnight

EXP. 12/3/93

Kamikazes
Drinks all night
Male & Female Revues at 9pm
Dancing at 11pm

1:11
Downtown
Holiday Parade
Dec 5 Noon 2 p m
Route includes Santa
Clara & Market Streets

THURSDAYS
Drinks
Top 40 Old School
Flashback

FRIDAYS
Drinks from 8-10 pm
Flashbacks Music 2 DJ’s

Las Posadas
Dec 19 4 - 6pm
Procession begins
at the Pavilion.
traveling down
S First to Post Street

will I,)1 Plc )1)11. :\111 I
I

"Iii the Head. of 8an Pedro &pare "

for

15% (Student Diycount

SATURDAYS

information and a
parking map

call 279

nee

1775
....

(with Atudent. ID)

I
Drinks from 8-10 pm
Dancing with HOT 97.7
FREE Prizes!!!

I
I

L

OPEN 7 DAYS
Mon - Wed. 7ain-lIpm
(Snt 9tirn-lam
Thu- rri: 7aimlarn
6un: 9am-11pm

29 N. PEDQO

(gam

298-8040

I
"

I
I

_.1

IT%

110,5111M%
11\41111M

December 3 um Downto
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$2shampoo
Hair
Cut
w/student ID

Coupon

I BUY

8i

Lunch ot Peva Sue’s for the
Burger
Get helkperked at &dee=

2 for 1

FREE

Acrylic Nails

Plain Facials

and a
I
get a second 6 Inch I
sandwich of equal or lesser value FREE I
Buy any 6 inch sandwich

median drInk,

Plain Manicures ’
Nail Tips
Permanent Waves
Accredited by NACCAS
Hair Coloring
No stylist requests, please

Pick up FREE X-MAS tree for
Le downtown

Discount on bulk orders
Try our free delivery ($16 min)

475 E. San Carlos Street
Call or Fax (408) 288-5676

licensing Preparation Advanced Courses Available Fully
Approved for Placement Assistance Classes Forming Regularly
Student Work Only

SUBWAY’

Monterey Academy
Milpitas Beauty College
of Hair Design
1350 S. Park Victoria Dr.
345 E. Santa Clara St., San Jose , (Parktown Plaza Center)
Open Mon.-Fri. 287-9868
Open Tues.-Sat. 262-7703

68,9PM
TUDENT UNION B
ADMISSION ONLY

THE

FONG KEE NOODLE HOUSE
(408) 280-0748

264 E. SANTA CLARA ST. (NEXT TO LUCKY AND LEE’S)
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8AM-9PM
offer ends 12/10/93

1110011RM

ieVINU’S

hristmas
dill your
ng Spree

OPEN DAILY
11:30- 9700pm

VW not proo 0,1004000, COr000 OM 00 Noon/non*
or We nom Double meet Ng pot, Wear inckalett

. expires 12/14/93

The Professional Leader in Copy Centers.

We Help Students Make The Grade!
Black & White Copies Color Copies
Oversized Copies (for art, architectural and engineering drawings)
Hourly Computer Rental (variety of software)
Binding (give your reports a professional look)

10% Student Discount Everyday
Show your I.D. card and save 10% on every purchase at CopyMat.
Cannot be combined with other offers or discounts.

Black & White Copies

Computer Rental - Self Service

SAVE 50%

CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

I

coPsmat

Get the Best Tasting Noodles at 10% off
W/ STUDENT I.D.
FRIENDLY SERVICE
*DELECTABLE FOOD
LOW PRICES

story of what Nakao to survive

GET 1’

(2:30-3:30 pm SI haircut)

white COiO5- ’ 2,11 201 OriOn cod pdpe,
each side r.c,!,
..opy machine leo copes only
’inn coupon per person Cannot be combined with other otters
Present coupon with order at any CPI owned location
993
Coupon good through December 1
Slack and

294-3303 or 998-9427

Get 51r. oft

COPHMat
119 East San Carlos

131 E. Jackson Street
h Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

the rental ot any sellserome computer

COPHMat

119 East San Carlos

998-1844

’’j

998-1844

L

BUY SALE TRADE
Cr, II 70’s FUNK LP’.
at

D LCEEFS

rmon over!

$10m OFF DOC MARTENS
tacking Solt Slues

BODY PIERCING
Seven Days A Meek
380 South First
San lose
California 95113
(408) 286-5519
Fax (408) 286-5719

Catering
Office parties,
company picnic ,
receptions,
gourmet luncheons,

Startin’ Nov. 29th
1 I am - 4pm Lunches only
Featuring

Perfect Look
Hair Design
for Men and Women

*
*
*
*

Steaks
Baby back ribs
Mesquite chicken
1 / 2 lb. burgers

*
*
*
*

Fajitas
Outlaw chili
Navajo chili
Serrano chili

$1 OFF With student LD.
Any hair or nail service
Reg. haircut price $7, perms $18
284B llth St.

(corner of San Carlos next to 7-11)
(408) 292-4641
Open 7 days a week.

36,4 S. Market Street, San Jose
275-7136 Phone
279-8435 to FAX orders t go

8.2LL0074

Contemn,.
Center

Color creates
great gifts.
TURN YOUR FAVORITE PICTURES INTO
UNIQUE PERSONALIZED GIFTS.
IT’S FAST, EASY, AND AFFORDABLE!
Custom Photo Calendars Unique Bookmarks,
Ornaments, and Placemats Holiday Cards and Imitations
Personalized Stationery Holiday Newsletters

$10 OFF DELUXE CALENDAR
10% OFF ON CUSTOM COLOR GIFTS

irectory
NOIRE DAME

Downtown San Jose

$

11

taARKET

13

1ST

3
3ro

..

;-2-76--. -T-LI

I

I

1

14

Sn.i
6TH
TN

Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week
93 E. San Carlos St. San Jose, CA 95112 295-4336

I

get pEDRO

SIR

the copy center

I

&WOO.

wmi
loT.
11114

SJ S U

8

5

1.8 & M Jewekry ( Pavilion
2. Ilakeps
3.0.8. Cooper’s
t Fong Kee
5. Fred’s
6. Hogies
7. Ainko
R. Monterey Academy
9. Peggy Sue’s
10. Perfect look
ii. Pizza A Go Go
12. Subway
13. Texas T’s BBQ
14. Video Exchange
15. Wurek (Japantown)

7

8
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Clogged heating vent blamed
in deaths of two children
PALMDALE (AP) Southern California Gas Co. urged
customers to check their heating units after a clogged vent
killed two children and sent six
other people to the hospital.
Los Angeles County sheriffs
deputies found a 6-month-old
boy and a 3-year-old girl dead
about 7 p.m.
Saturday in a Palmdale
home.
Autopsies were pending but
it was believed they died from
carbon monoxide poisoning,
Deputy Benita Hinojos said
Sunday.
Their names were withheld
by authorities, but the Los
Angeles Times, citing family
acquaintances, identified them
today as Brian and Alexandra
Hernex of Westchester.
The parents, identified by
the Times as Edgar Hernex,

26, and his wife, Miriam, 23,
were listed in serious condition
Sunday at Northridge Hospital.
Gustavo
Homeowner
Alvarez, 36; his wife, Zoila, 42,
and their children 6-year-old
Gus and Annie, 11, were treated and released early Sunday,
hospital spokesman Wendell
Mobley said.
Deputies were called to the
home by a woman who complained of vomiting and dizziness.
Mrs. Alvarez said the natural gas heater had been on for
about 16 hours.
Gas company inspectors
determined that the heater
vent was clogged with lint, said
Denise King, a company
spokeswoman.
"With winter here, you
don’t have the doors or win-

dows open and (a gas
buildup) can occur a lot faster
than in summer," she said.
Palmdale is about 30 miles
north of Los Angeles.
Overnight temperatures in the
desert have been falling below
freezing.
King said wall heating units
should be vacuumed frequent-
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Board president too quick with the letter-opener?
OAKLAND ( AP)
Hey,
who’s been opening my mail?
That’s the query at the East
Bay Municipal Utility District
Board, where President Katherine McKenney’s efforts to speed
up the board’s business are
under tire.
Three other board members
claim they haven’t received It

least 16 letters since J
That’s when McKenney, in
the name of efficiency, began
sorting and opening some mail
rather than leaving the task to
clerical workers.
"This is a form of censorship
if mail is coming in and we’re
not getting it," said John Coleman, a board member from

Lafayette.
"This is also micromanagmeent. We pay our staff well to
do their jobs. Our job is to set
policy, not open the mail," he
said.
McKenney, of Castro Valley,
said she only opens items
addressed to the board as a
whole.

NNW’

ARTS CRAFTS FOOD MUSIC

He also said that forced air
filters should be clean and the
filter door should be closed to
allow proper ventilation.
The gas company was offering free heater inspections, she
added.
Northridge Hospital treated
more than 20 people for carbon monoxide poisoning
related to faulty natural gas
heating systems during last
year’s heating season, Mobley
said.

MONDAY, NOV. 29
THROUGH

FRIDAY, DEC. 3, 1993
S1UDPIT UNION $.15

SPECIAL HOLIDAY FAIRE
COFFEE HOUSE & EHTErdAINMENT:
STUDDET UNION LOWER LEM.
iii 5.11.10 P.M. EACH DAY

051 STATI

Commuter trains kill motorist and pedestrian
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Train service was disrupted stopped a quarter-mile awa).;" he
Trains on Monday morning for about three hours.
said.
commuter runs struck and killed
At 8:08 am., a Metrolink train
The train was traveling 70
a motorist at an Industry rail bound from Riverside to down- mph at the moment of impact.
crossing and a man who inten- town Los Angeles with about 300
Metrolink train No. 405 left
tionally stepped onto tracks in passengers struck a car in Indus- Riverside at 7:20 am. and it was
Compton, authorities said.
try at Rose Hills Road even due to arrive downtown at
Neither the motorist nor the though the crossing’s safety Union Station at 8:28 am., Sheppedestrian were immediately devices were working, officials herd said. The crash occurred
identified.
said.
about 10 miles east of its destinaThe
Compton
fatality
No one aboard the train was tion.
involved a Metro Blue Line train hurt.
Four miles away on Sunday, a
that hit a man at 9:37 a.m. at
"The grade crossing arms, motorist was seriously hurt when
Greenleaf Boulevard and Wil- lights and bells were all opera- he drove around a crossing arm
lowbrook Street. The 51-year-old tional," said Brendan Shepherd, in Pico Rivera and his car was
deliberately stepped in front of spokesman for Metrolink.
struck by an Amtrak train, said
the train, said sheriff’s Deputy
The motorist, who was alone Los Angeles County sheriff’s Sgt.
Larry Mead.
in the car, apparently drove Joe Garza.
He climbed a wrought iron through a crossing arm in an
Charles Garrett, 42, of Montefence to get on the northbound effort to beat the train, said bello remained in serious conditracks, Mead said. A suicide note Shepherd.
tion Monday with a back injury,
addressed to the man’s relatives
"The train sounded its horn, said Adelaida De La Cerda,
was discovered near the body, flashed lights and applied spokeswoman for County-USC
Mead said.
brakes. It struck the car and Medical Center.

Accused rapist beaten in jail
LOS ANGELES (AP) A
man accused of committing 14
rapes was stabbed and beaten in
his jail cell Sunday, one day
before he was scheduled to
stand trial, authorities said.
Jose Romeo Fuentes, 33, was
stabbed three times in his dorm
at the North County Correctional Facility in Saugus at about
10:50 a.m., said Deputy Benita
Hinojos.
His nose was broken and he
suffered head wounds and possible internal injuries, she said.

Fuentes was treated at Henry
Mayo Newhall Memorial Hospital and returned to the facility,
where he was separated from
other inmates.
Fuentes was facing 57 felony
charges in Los Angeles Superior
Court, in connection with the
rapes of 14 women during a
three-year period. The charges
include multiple counts of rape,
oral copulation and sodomy.
The attack on Fuentes
appeared to be related to a Los
Angeles Times article about him

Who passes the test prep test? KAPLAN does!
Ask the others how they compare...

In overturning the lower federal judge on the level of dancourt, the Supreme Court noted ger presented by companies
78 of the 85 crimes reported at such as Pioneer Chlor Alkali Co.
the Hilton in the two years in southern Nevada, site of a
before the attack on Doud chlorine gas spill.
Jack and Michela Valentine
occurred in parking lots, includsued Pioneer, saying the spill
ing nine in the sports book lot.
The court added that it injured their son. U.S. District
agreed with Doud that the crim- Judge Lloyd George then asked
inal activity imposed a duty on the state Supreme Court for a
the Hilton to provide adequate ruling on companies involved in
"abnormally dangerous activity"
security.
Justices also said Christensen’s before he went any further with
summary judgment was unwar- the lawsuit.
The Supreme Court said the
ranted because facts over adequacy of Hilton security remain sparse record in the case leaves it
in dispute, adding that the judge unable to rule on the danger
also erred in saying the attack on question, adding that Judge
Doug was unforeseeable.
George should be able to answer
In other action, the Supreme the question "upon considering
Court dodged a question from a the totality of the evidence."
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$895
CD

1.Test-based prep

41110

CD

CD

CD

2. Comprehensive content review

MP

CD

CD

CD

CD

3. Study matenals curriculum-matched to the MCAT content outline
4. Over 30 years of MCAT prep experience
5, National Director is an MD
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0
0

CD
0
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6. Full-time national research staff
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7. Training Library with over 3,600 practice questions and explanations
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CD

41110
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0

CD

0
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8. Full-length Virtual Reality MCAT and 3 proctored simulated MCATs
9. Personal tutoring at no additional cost, regardless of class attendance
10. Detailed analysis of answer choices for released AAMC materials

CD

11. Scholarship assistance available

OP

CD

CD

CD

CD

12. Flexible class schedules: easy make -ups

411110

CD

CD

CD

CD

13. Centers open days, evenings, and weekends; over 60 hours a week

41110

CD

CD

CD

CD

’In the last 15 years alone
Kaplan has prepped PreMeds far the MCAT since 1958

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST

The San Jose Arena presents

that appeared on Sunday, Hinojos said.
The article quotes authorities
as saying they suspect Fuentes
may be responsible for as many
many still
as 100 rapes
unsolved in which fear and
cultural mores prevented the
mostly poor Hispanic victims
from coming forward.
Fuentes, a regular churchgoer and a father or two, was finally taken into custody after an
intensive hunt and a fingerprint
matching.

Supreme Court revives lawsuit against Las Vegas Hilton
CARSON CITY (AP) A
lawsuit against the Las Vegas
Hilton, filed by a man shot in
the club’s race and sports book
parking lot, was revived Monday
by the state Supreme Court after
being dismissed by a lower court
judge.
The high court ruling favors
Darwin Doud, a regular patron
at the book who was robbed and
shot in the head and chest by a
man who had broken into his
motorhome in February 1988.
Doud sued the Hilton on
grounds the resort failed to provide adequate security, but Clark
District Judge Carl Christensen
ruled in favor of the club and
told Doud to pay the resort’s
legal costs in the case.

Over 250, 000 Students Have Prepared with KAPLAN for the MCAT*
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SAN JOSE ARENA COLLEGE BASKETBALL SERIES
Wed. Dec. 1st

Sat. Dec. 18th

Thurs. Dec. 23rd

The Mayors’ Cup

NCAA Rematch

NIT Champs Visit

Jose State
Clara Univ. vs.San#4 nationally
Santa Clara
ranked
vs. #17 nationaN ranked
vs Univ. Santa
San Jose State Univ. of Arizona Univ. of Minnesota
Women 6:00 pm - Men 8:00 pm

Tip off- 730 pm

Tip off- 9:00 pm

3 GAME SERIES TICKETS AS LOW AS S15!
SERIES AND INDIVIDUAL GAME TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT:
SJSU Event Center Box Office
or

WHEREHOUSE / TOWER

SS 510-762- a.a.ss
408.998. ADLd.H.N

San Jose Arena Ticket Office
Series Tchets 539/ E30 / $24/$21 /515
Srigle Game Tickets E16 /S12 /$10 /E8 /E6
Group Discounts 125 or more) call 800-572-2447 or 415-332
For Information call San Jose Arena 408-287-9200

Welcomed by

KOME KUFX

sTcACIITTS

lieluols subleci to convenient* le

2447

The San Jose Broadcasters Association

KSJO KBAY KUM

KRTY KLOK

KARA KUV
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San lose State University

0 Governing party
claims victory in
governor’s race
MERIDA, Mexico (AP) Mexico’s longtime governing
party declared victory Monday
in a bitterly contested governor’s race tainted by opposition
allegations of voter fraud.
Opposition candidates had
said the race for Yucatan state
governor would be an early test
of President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari’s promise to hold a
"clean and fair" presidential
election in August. Salinas’ Institutional Revolutionary Party,
known by the initials PRI, has
not lost the presidency in its 64year history.
The independent pollster
Opinion Profesional gave Federico Granja Ricalde 58 percent
to opposition candidate Ana
Rosa Payan’s 41 percent, based
on exit surveys from Sunday’s
voting. Official results were not
expected before late Wednesday.
Granja Ricalde, a 53-year-old
civil engineer, is promising to
create 15,000 jobs, mostly
through public works, to com-

World Events

bat rising unemployment.
But Payan, the 42-year-old
mayor of the state capital Merida, refused to concede defeat,
saying her National Action party
was manipulated by rural vote
fraud. She also claimed victory
by her conservative party in the
key mayoral race in Merida.

Palestinians say
Israel is stalling
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Israel
is stalling at talks on implementing its peace accord with the
PLO to put pressure on Palestinian negotiators, the chief Palestinian delegate charged Monday.
Nabil Shaath told reporters
that Israeli negotiators did not
seem committed to meeting a
Dec. 13 deadline for Israeli
troops to begin pulling out of
the occupied Gaza Strip and the
town of Jericho on the West
Bank.
The date was set in the Sept.
13 peace accord, which would
have Israel turn over the two
areas to Palestinian control as a
test for a full peace later between
Palestinians and Israelis.
But Israel’s concern over
ensuring security - especially

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WANTED: Psychology Voludeers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, -winding social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)4360606.
NEW MOHO OHM/ PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and you teeth.
Erroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800) 6553225.
100% PURE ADRDIAUNE !III!!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skixiiirirg center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
You need exposure to succeed in
MODELING. Now you can put your
photo and information in front
of 100s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your
chance to be seen!!! Cali TOM
for details. (408) 249-9737.
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Crivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALI TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
’Alumni’ serving "Students’
...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
Open en Set/Sun With eppt. only!
ELECTRONICS
QUAUTY USED IBM COMPATIBLES
286/386/486 Great Low Prices
Complete Systems / Warranty
Cal 14002002007.
WR,R81F
PERSONAL ATTACK ALARMS
These devices can be clipped to
belt or purse & puts out 103 db.
Affordable prices. Give them as
glfts. Call 408/992-0116.
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents fine fragrances from Paris
Perfumes. Venire of: Chanel No 5.
Obsession, Opium, Beautiful, Joy.
Eternity, Shalimar, Oscar de Is
Renta, Red, Giorgio, Poison. White
Linen, Pssion, L’Air du Temps,
Halston, Samsare, Realities.
Spellbound, Escape & Lauren.
1/2 oz. - $15./bottle, 1 oz.-S20.
bottle. Great for yourself or gift
giving.All perfumes guaranteed
to your satisfaction. We challenge
you to tell the difference from the
original. To order, send your check
with sales tar, add $3.00 shippng
to: Royal-Trek Intl. 433W. Allen
Unit 102, San Dimas, CA 91773.
(800)8761868.

fifILLIS
LARNE VICTORIAN HOME
e esdroans / 3 full baths,
with big INK* room & kitchen.

Plus detached
2 bdrm, 1 bath w/ LR & kitchen.
Recent remodel. Near SJSU.
Previously a Fraternity House.
Dan: 408/999-5626 x239.

HELP WANTED

9

Window of Thai
jet cracks, causing
flight to abort

0 Government ready to talk with IRA, British minister says

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
- A cockpit window of a Thai
airliner with 169 passengers
aboard cracked during flight,
causing a sudden loss of air pressure, airline officials said Monday.
The Thai Airways International jetliner aborted its flight
to Hanoi, Vietnam, on Saturday
and returned to Bangkok.

LONDON (AP) - Defending
secret contacts with the Irish
Republican Army, a government
minister said today that Britain
was ready to start peace talks with
IRA allies if the group had called
a promised cease-fire.
"It is for the IRA and their
supporters to explain why they
have failed to deliver the
promised ending of violence,"

said Sir Patrick Mayhew, the Cabinet minister responsible for
Northern Ireland.
A leading supporter of the
IRA had a different story: that
Britain got cold feet after the
IRA agreed to a two-week truce
last May in response to a British
offer of intensive talks.
Prime Minister John Major’s
government was deeply embar-

rassed over the weekend by disclosures it had been in contact
with the IRA at a time when it
publicly denied it would talk
while violence continued in
Northern Ireland.
Revelations of the contacts
brought outrage from Northern
Ireland’s Protestant majority and
several lawmakers demanded
Major and Mayhew resign.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:
DELIVERY - TAKEOUT TAXI
The perfect college job!
We deliver dinner from the
area’s favorite restaurants.
You can expect to earn at
least $9.00 per hour. Jobs
available in South San Jose
and Cupertino. Requirements:
Clean D.M.V., own car, insurance,
neat appearance & good attitude.
Flexible Evening Hours
Good Environment
* Cash Tips daily
Call today 369-9400.

FAST FOOD NOT FAT FOOD!
Pasta Mia is currently seeking
outgoing, friendly people with
cashier and/or cook experience to
join us on the cutting edge of
the 90’s health revolution.
Contact Dave between 3-5pm. BILINGUAL JAPANESE? We
at 435-7300 for further info.
urgently seek bilingual Japanese
staff to assist with computer SW
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED. translations. Send resume, in
THE SPARTAN DAILY is accepting English, to SimulTrans, 145
applications fly Spirg 94 semester. Addison Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94301,
HOURS: 7:00 am -9:00 am.
DAYS: Monday through Friday. REED’S SPORT SHOP - looking for
PAY: $10.00/day. Pad monthly. retail sales: ski -bike -gun dept.
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan Also looking for experienced
Daily to distribution locations on cashiers. Contact Jim - 926.3020.
ornpus & recycle old newspapers
into the campus recycling bins. ENTRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS?
Cal. License & DMV printout is International marketing co.
required, if hired. Apply at the seeks 4 Individuals to capitalSpartan Daily. Dwight Bentel Hall, ize on latest health trends.
Room 203. now through January Training provided. Cell for
19, 1994. For info: call 924-3277 interview. 727-5559.
or 9243283.
SPORTS AND FITNESS
Immediate openings!
TYPIST NEHIED. SB/HR TUESDAYS
4.9 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM
(408) 5549451.
8. have excellent English, grammar
& spelling skills. 4082807203.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION Call 1800-4364365 ext. P.3310.
center is accepting applications for a position available SECURITY: FULL OR PART TIME
in January ’94. Contact the Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
Student Union Director’s
Office, Mon. -Fri., 8ain. 5pm.
Excellent Benefits
Credit Union
Medical/Dental Insurance
SALES / 5WIAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
Vacation Pay
individual in the health fitness field.
Referral Bonus
America’s Best corporation has Apply. Monday- Friday 8 am:5 pm.
had over a 900% growth rate over " Vanguard Seasity Seniors
the past 4 years and has locations 3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
throughout the entire bay area. If CA 95054. Near 101, at San
you are an eager & set motivated Tomas Espy. & Olcott. Equal
individual looking to start off right. Opportunity Employer.
We will give you a chance. Salaries.
ACUFACTS, INC.
commissions, bonuses, trips &
Security Guards / Patrol Officers
benefits. 14K- 31K annual. Please
Needed Now!
fax your resume to (510) 713Full time / Part time. All shifts.
0850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK
Apply Mon.. Fri. 8am.- 6pm.
Ask for Mr. Berryessa.
5550 Meridian Ave.. San Jose.
(408)286-5880.
YOUTH BASKETBALL OFFICIAL
Jan. 8 through March 12. Games
played on Sat. No exp. necessary. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
$5.00- $7.00 per hour. 4.10 hrs - fisheries. Many earn $2,000+
per week. For more info call YMCA /mo. in canneries or $3,000..
$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
408/226-9622.
Many employers provide benefits.
No exir necommayl Get the necesCLERICAL SUPPORT
Cap Snap Co. seeks dependable sary head start on next summer.
For more info. call 1-206-5454155
English-literate clerical
ext. A6041.
support. Part time; hours are
flexible. $6.50/hr. Apply in
S700./WK CANNERY workers;
person (M-F, 8-5).
$4,000./mo. deckhands. Alaska
890 Faulstich Ct.
fishing Industry now hiring for
San Jose. 408/453.8840.
next summer. 11,000 openings.
fftedwiliaMOIRTtribeilOUDAYS? No exp. necessary. Free rm. 8,
F/T and P/7 sales positions avail- bd. These jobs go fast! Employable for expanding health and fit- ment Alaska. 1.206-3232672.
ness company. Ca11403/9883243.
TRAVEL JOBS.
AA CRUISE
EARN UP TO $10.00 AN HOUR! Earn $2500/mo + travel the
By being a waitperson, busser, world free! ( Europe. Hawaii,
cashier or host. Come appy in Caribbean, Asia!) Cruise lines
I. 11876 now hiring for busy holiday,
person at Kill
SaralogaSunnyvale Rd San Jose. spring and summer seasons.
Listing Service. Call (919)
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS’ 929-4398 ext. 193.
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
end subs must have minimum 6 STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
units in education, recreation, or 2 bed/2 bath apt. available now.
child development. Full and part 4 blocks from campus. Free cable
time shifts , job sharing and Ned- TV, water 8, garbage. Off street
ble hours for students. $6. - $8. parking available. Several units
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye starting at E675.00/mo, Call Dan
care benefits for 30+ hours week- at 295-5256.
ly. Great job for male or female
LARGE VICTORIAN HOME
students. Call 408/257-7320.
6 bedrooms / 3 full baths.
with big living room & kitchen.
COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
Plus detached
adults
staff to work with D.D.
2 bdrm, 1 bath w/ LR & krtcher.
in a residential setting.
Recent remodel. Near SJSU.
4,6.00/hr. 5102264605.
Previously a Fraternity House,
Dan: 408/999-5626 x239.
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED for
filing, typing, word processing
& phones. $7.85 per hour. SJSU AREA. SHARE. Charming
10- 20 hours per week. Ability to home. Beautiful yard. $32500
use Macintosh. Contact Frederick 408297-8873.
J. Ferrer. 9981343
HOUIEMMEPernele Non ST0101
SANTA’S SIELPER. THU, SUNDAY. Rent rcom in my 3 br./2ba. house
$10. per hour. Start Nov. 26th. ma 1/4 acre lot near Stevens Crk
Princeton Plaza Mee 11a.m.-7p.m. &Wrcheater. $350/rno. 2434866.
4033781154.
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for Jewish settlers- has collided with the PLO’s hope for a
broad withdrawal to show Palestinians the talks have real meaning.
As the Dec. 13 deadline
approaches, the negotiators
seem to disagree both on details
of the withdrawal and the
urgency of beginning it on
schedule.
"There are several Israeli
attempts to ease off their commitment to implement the date
... as a way to put pressure on
the Palestinians," Shaath said.
He accused Israel of complicating the talks.

Classz ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clan for products or
senAces advertised below not Is
there any guwaritee implied. The
clarified coluive cr the Spartan
Duey moist of mid adv./bake
and cawing& we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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ROOMS AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 4-5 DAYSI
for faculty, staff or graduate If you are looking for silk
students. Call 2931735.
screening quality at competitive
prices, look no further. Century
QUALITY OF LIVING 8 STUDY Graphics prides itself on quality
Willow Gardens Apartments work, quick turn around and a
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300. positive happy staff. Call for
The best in Willow Glen area. quotes at 9883351. Thanks!
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room WRITING ASSISTANCE any
w/wet bar, fitness center. pool & subject. Why suffer and get poor
saunas. For move in special, call grades when help is just a call
408/998-0301
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE research & writing. Tutorial also
2 bdrm./2 bath, near SJSU. avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Female. Non-smoker. 286-0647.
Regular visits to your campus.
Samples & references available.
GATEWAY APTS.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
2 blocks from campus.
1-800-60643898 ask for Daniel.
2 bd./2 be., 900 - 1,000 sq. ft.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Free cable. Underground panting PAGERS, PAGER CASES, Calker
Phones, Voice Mail, CD’s, Video
Security gates. Game room.
games. Buy sell and trade. 1 free
Laundry room. 4th 8, William.
month of service with each referral.
Rents starting at S750./mo.
Low rates & excellent service.
Call mgr. 947-0803.
Once you become a customer you
1 BR MD./ STIAND $625. & HOS can resell our pagers to earn ES.
Deposit: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU. 408/522-7203 leave message.
1week free! HMS 99743203 x335.
WASHINGTON SQUARE
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
2 BORM APARTMENT $750/MO.
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Security type building
Membership open exclusively
Secure parking
Close in
to SJSU Students. Alumni, and
Modern building
Advisory Faculty!
Services include:
Free Basic Cable service
E Auto Loans E Personal Loans E
Laundry room
Village Apartments.
E Debt Consolidation Loans $
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
576 S. 5th St. (408)295.6893.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Convenient location:
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
48S. 7th Street, Suite 201
Bright & airy with big windows, air
conditioned, mini blinds, new hot.
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for more info:
point appliances including dish(408)947-7273.
washer, disposal. Intercom building, covered, gated parking, on
site laundry. Quiet, OK for 2 room- LOVE UFE? CAREER GUIDANCE?
mates, nice for staff. 1 block from Helpful insight? Computerized
campus. From $650./mo. 2974706 Astrology Interpretation $19.95.
Send check and your birth date,
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. time of birth, city & state, to
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745. D. McGrane, Box 143. New
1 bdrm. /1 bath $595. Walk or Almaden, CA. 95042-0143. Con
ride bike to school. Very clean, tains approx. 15 detailed pages,
roomy 8, remodeled. Secured plus 5 page information packet!
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
N. Ample parking, Call 288-9157.
800-WE-FIX-MACS
Mac Repair & Upgrades
While-U-Wait Service!
SERVICES
2306 K Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
Open M-F 9:00 am. 5:00 pm.
B.A. and 15 wars experience. Now
students
wishing to
408/9882334.
accepting
excel’ at guitar or bass. All styles
welcome: Rock. R&B, Jazz, Fusion, NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Blues, Folk. Reggae, and Funk. Lsre counselor, M.A., local college
Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced exp. Each call treated as individual
are welcome. Bill: 408/298.6124. appt. Additional info mailed. If I
don’t have the answer to your
question, I’ll get it and call
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
954/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
Specialist. Confidential.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
Your own probe or disposable.
of net profits support local educa335 S. Baywocd Ave. San Jose.
tion programs. College Career
247-7486.
Information Services.

SO% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires December 15. 1993.
40&3794500
Hair Today Gone TOMOTTOW
621 E. Carnctell Ave. 017,
Campbell, CA 95008.
MEN AND TOMES - BARE IT ALL
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest Lip- Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15,
1993. Nair Today Gone TOMMOW,
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
Campbell . (408) 3793500.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE III
Money is waiting for you ngrrt now
from Private Scholarships, Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum
required. For FREE literature package. CALL NOW! 408.993-7208.
Access/control #2081993.

EXPERIENCED Word Processor
Too may reports and not
enough time? Let me do
the typing! Resumes, term
papers, theses, etc. IBM
compatible computer / laser
printer. FAX machine. Notary
public. Call Anna 9724992.

WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Scholarship Matching
No GPA or need qualrfications
Money back guarantee
Information & application:
JW Scholarship Matching Service
P.O. Box 53450
San Jose, CA 951530450
408.629-8886.

&V(TA GAFESECIETARIAL SERI.
Neer Sara Oar unkosty.
Tent papers, resumes, etc
r406984-2268.
PROFESSIONAL Word Procamelig.
Theses. tern- papers, group
projects, resumes, letters, etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 2644504.

TRAVEL

SKI VAILJoin the SJSU Ski &
warms, RESEARCH, EDITING. Snowboard Club 8, students from
Versatile, expert staff.
over 20 different colleges in Vail,
ESL students a specialty.
Colorado. Jan. 2-9. Everyone is
welcome! Spaces on the bus are
800.777-7901.
still available but filling fast. The
111111111110881111111111 price is $349.00 and includes
Technical, Engineering, adminis- round trip transportation, 5 rights
trative. Local Hi-tech, (408) 534- lodging and lift tickets for 4 days of
1874. Your edge in tough times.
skiing (5th day optional). We need
to know ASAP. If you are interested, please call Patty at 356-8347
SERVICES FINANCIAL or Todd at 778.9250.
$S BILLIONS available for your
education, all students qualify!
Free message (800)666-GRAD.

9243282

HA’AVARDFREMONIUNION CRY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with MLA.
APA and Turabian formats;
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 11 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/489-9794.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters.
AIRUNE TICKETS FREE?I
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
Intl couriers needed
HP Laser II. All formats, specializing
call PIG 310-514-4662
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
MGR
storage. All work guaranteed! Worry
ESL TUTOR - TERM PAPERS free, dependable. and prompt
edited. Exp. teacher */M A. in service. To avoid disappointment,
Education. Flex. hrs. 264-3829. call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 )Sam-8pm). plus
WORD PROCESSING Sou Ad1tlans110% Per Reiman

DON’T PAY ITII
Don’t pay $70. $100. for a scholarship search. Get S scums NOW!
Order our book "Scholarships,
Grants and Loans". Contains
dozens of money sources & time
saving tips. Order today! Only
$5.95 to Scholar-DollarS, P.O. Box
456 Mt. Herrnan.CA95041. 30day Theses/Profects/Term Papers.
M/BGuarantee. Allow 46 wks. Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
service word processing edit for
DO YOU want a computer search vocabulary, grammar, sentence
done to find scholarships for you? structure, punctuation; format
Many sources available. 80% (APA, Turabian, MLA); table/graph
require no GPA or have no income preparation: custom post-script
limitations. Call or write: Unique laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae, Resume/cover letter preparation.
internedonal Students Welcome!
CA 94030. (415) 692-4847.
Mow Glen area 7 30am-8:30pm.
PRIVATE MONEY IS AVAILABLE
now in scholarships, grants & WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
work study. No financial need. No West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
GPA min. Over 350,000 active Term papers ’Group projects
donors. For free application & ’Thesis ’Letters Applications
info, call (408) 522-7222 msg. or Rearnes *Tape transcription. etc
(408) 374-3167. Write: Scholar- Nursing/Math/Science/English.
ship. 478 W. Hamilton Ave. Laser printer, Days & evenings.
#397, Campbell, CA 95008. 7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
November Special: $39.95.
We will beat any advertised price. YOU HAVE BETIER THINGS TO DOI
So let me type that paper for you.
Satisfaction guaranteed
Exceptional service. Laser printing.
SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED! Disk storage available. Starting at
No minimum GPA No financial only $2./page. Call JIM today at
need. Send for Free info today! 997-2653.
Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970.
Pleasanton, CA 94566.

’I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give yourself a break Let me do it for you!
PICA up and delivery . $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum. Call
Julie . 998-8354
211 YRS PROFESSIONAL FiLpeolsrce.
Typing & transcriptior for ALL your
needs including COLOR and
GRAPHICS. Copying, binding & FAX
available. Pick up & deuverv.
REASONALBE RATES. Timeliness
& satisfaction guaranteed. TJtoring
available in some subjects
Contact Cand at 408’ 3694614.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS,
Sc.erce
E -g s, papers/
theses our speciarty. Laser printing Free Kiel check and storage.
APA, Turabian arid other formats.
Resumes. editing, graphics and
other services available. Masterson’s Word P"ocessing. Cal Paul or
Virginia 408-251-0449

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 8. spaces between words
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From page 1
abuse.
There have been 3,000 hotline reports since the program
was started, he said. Of that
number, approximately 33 percent concern the UC system
and a much smaller percentage the CSU campuses.
All incoming hotline
calls are entered into a computer, then submitted as a
report to the commission.
Commission members evaluate the calls, paying close
attention to repeat calls on
an issue, then forward them
to individuals or agencies
for further research.
"If they (the commission) think someone’s wasting money, they will check
into it," Covenar said. ’The
commission’s goal is to
reduce costs while increasing efficiency."

Rent one today &
get those papers done!!
t

-__.---4*Computers To Go
539 S. Murphy Ave. Sunnyvale
(408) 746-2945

Ptant
Low prices
All Icinck 0 81Ze8
Tomorrow Dec. 1 2 - 6Pm
in 13I3Q_pit

From page 1

TOP: Music instructor Trish Neilsen, back, helps
student Mary Gillespie with the beat of a song.
Gillespie had some basic lessons on the gameIan instrument during the music departments listening hour. The listening hour, held Thursdays
at 12:30 p.m., is held in the Music building concert hall. SJSU’s gamelan program was started
by Professor Lou Harrison. Harrison also handcrafted the gamalans and loans them to the university.
LEFT: Thuy Tran waits for her cue to strike the
gong during the listening hour performance.

pllosos by .Ancly Barro.,

Master Plan
From page 1
for meeting requirements for college education. A state assembly
committee on higher education is
now reviewing the plan.
It was last reNiewed three years
ago, but no changes were made at
that time.
report recommends
The
requiring students to perform
miniunity service as a condition
ot enrollment. It also suggests having community colleges take primary responsibility for vocational
training.
The academic senate subcommittee responded negatively to
changes suggested in the draft
report.
"If adopted, (the recommendations) would inevitably force the
CSU to provide education vastly
inferior to today’s levels."
David Mesher, the chair of the
subcommittee, said the changes
would seriously alter the campus
by changing demographic makeup of the CSU system.
le said under the draft plan,
jun
and seniors would be the
(nth ...ilidents admitted to the CSU
stems. Freshmen and
and I (
sophomores would be forced to
attend California junior colleges,
go out of state or attend private

STD
from page I
"They have pain or notice
something is not quite right," she
said. ’They will call and ask fora
( heckup."
When an STD is diagnosed, the
student receives a fomi explaining
the treatment and what they need
to do.
"They are angry or upset,"
Okamoto said. "They ask, ’when
could this have happened? How
long have I had it?’ "
To help prevent having to ask
this type of question, Okamoto
suggests using protection for at
least six months into a relationship.
"So you can learn to share
things," she said. "Before that a
partner may try to hide facts to
make a good impression."

schools.
Mesher said it is understandable why students would attend
community colleges, because of
the lower cost. He said, however,
the four-institutions offer more
opportunities for students.
He said students wouldn’t have
the choice of attending a four-year
university if the master plan was
altered according to the proposals
made in the draft report
"Right now (students) have a
choice," Mesher said. "If they want
to go to a four-year institution,
they can."
Mesher said some of the
changes in the plan were drafted
with more attention being paid to
money spent on education than
on the quality of education.
"I think they’re short-sighted in
thinking about the money they’re
going to save’" he said. ’They’ll
lose a lot of the best students who
wanted to go right out of high
school into a four-year institution.
Students will go out of state or to
private schools. If they go out of
state, then they’ll be lost to California."
He said with the loss of available quality education, California
would become less attractive to
businesses.

"At the same time (the assembly) is trying to attract businesses,
they’re cutting corners in silly
places," Mesher said.
At a invitation-only conference
earlier this month held at SJSU,
Archie-Hudson presented the
draft report to representatives of
some of California’s most powerful education associations.
Invited to the meeting were
presidents of UC, CSU and California community colleges as well
as faculty union representatives.
The draft report cited the need
for change based on an increasing
demand for higher education and
the decline in state funding for it.
The report stated California
had lost over $1.6 billion in tax
revenue since the last review of
the master plan. It also cited the
withdrawal of $550 million of state
money for the support of higher
education.
Mesher said the Academic Senate’s response to the draft report
was worded strongly in hopes of
letting people know how serious
the changes to the university
would be.
"We wrote it strongly because
we wanted it not to reach just certain people, but the whole campus.

Read the
Spartan Daily
everyday.
It is good for
your mind.
It is good for
your soul.
It is good for
your body.
And it
makes
a good
umbrella.

Another STD commonly tion and hot water.
"Know about your partner,"
reported at SJSU is trichomonas.
"Trichomonas is a lot like a Latta said. "Ask about past sexual
yeast infection," Latta said. "It will partners and IV drug use and look
cause a heavy yellow-green dis- or symptoms or signs.
"Use a condom even women
charge."
Trichomonas can be treated should carry condoms," Latta said.
with an oral antibiotic, but it is "They are very protective despite
important not to take alcohol with what people say against them.
Foam, cream and jelly can also be
the drug, he said.
A cottage cheese-like discharge used to kill STDs, along with a
is a symptom of a yeast infection. condoms."
It can be caused by a change of
environment, taking antibiotics
for another illness or passed
between partners, Latta said.
Research study seeks
Yeast infections can occur at
women between the ages of 18 - 60 who
any age, and infect both women
experience problems with binge eating and
and men.
Crabs or lice can also be trans- "Iff1Mpurging for a laboratory study of eating.
mitted sexually, although it is not
the only way people can get
they can also live in
them
clothing or bedding.
Crabs and lice are treated by
Call Joanne at (415) 723-3835
washing everything in medica-

Stanford University Medical Center

Participants will receive $150 for
their participation.

NEM..
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state treasurer next year When
Kathleen Brown, state treasurer, formally announces her bid
for governor, Roberti will
announce his campaign plans,
according to Los Angeles Daily
News reports.
If elected, Roberti will take
what he has learned from the
CCC to the state treasurer’s
office.

Govenar said the program
has been very successful, and
encourages people to use the
800 number.
"(The commission) wants to
hear from people," he said.
"They’re preparing for next
year’s legislative session, now."
Roberti, who will be the
state’s first term-limit casualty
for legislators, plans to run for

Dean
Kelsey from the University
of New Mexico.
’They are all good candidates," said Carol Christensen, chair of the dean
committee.
selection
’They all have administrative experience at San Jose
State or other universities."
Christensen said the
committee members will
meet with SJSU President
J. Handel Evans before
winter break to give him
the committee’s recommendation. The committee will forward two to
four names to Evans for
his remcirleration.
The search committee
includes faculty representing the college’s 12 academic units, two outside faculty members, two students and two community
members. The committee
has scheduled three weeks
of on-campus interviews
and meetings with the
candidates.
The open forums,
which will give students,
faculty, staff, alumni and
community members the
opportunity to meet with
the candidates, will begin
with Nichols on Nov. 30 at
11:30 a.m. in the Engineering building room
287.
The rest of the candidates can be heard
throughout the remainder of the semester on the
following dates: Whitaker
on Dec. 3 at noon in the
Business Classroom room
309; Blase on Dec. 7 at
11:30 a.m. in Business
Classroom 2; Meadors on
Dec. 10 at 11:30 a.m. in
Engineering room 287;
Ego on Dec. 14 at 11:30
a.m. in Health building
room 408; and Kelsey on
Dec. 16 at 3:30 p.m. in
Spartan Complex room
209.
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GUARANTEED LOW FARES
er Vacati
packages available

Aspeti, ’Par
, Vail, Taos

Ft ii.SERVICE AGENCY

BelieveAti

$218

408/293-3399

)

Hours:

M-F

2 night & .2 lift
Salt Lake City
package

’or by Appointment
198 Jackson St.

San Jose

FREE TumoN

That’s right! You can have free
tuition and books for the rest of
your college career. Also receive
Sl(X) per month.

1 es. I

WILT:!1.
.:11,14 Pant We

Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four
years. Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Computer Science,
Computer Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Math majors, and under represented minorities (any major).

CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966

SPRING 1994
LLD 99- GRAMMAR FOR WRITERS
Course Description:
Expository & argumentative writing. Mechanics and
composition. Recommended for students who have
failed the Writing Skills Test (WST) once. Required
for students who have failed the WST twice.

Additional Classes
offered by the Department of
Linguistics and Language Development
COURSE

CODE

DAY(S).

LLD 099 07
LLD 099 08
LLD 099 09
LLD 099 10
LLD 099 11
LLD 099 12
LLD 099 13
LLD 099 14
LLD 099 15
LLD 099 16

19621
19623
19625
19627
19629
19631
19633
19635
19637
19983

MWF
MWF
IR
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
IR
TR

TIMES
0830-0920
0930-1020
0900-1015
1130-1220
1230-1320
1330.1420
1430-1520
0830-0920
0900-1015
0900,1015

BIDG/RM
HB 404
HB 404
HB 404
BC 103
BC 103
BC 103
BC 103
BC 103
IS 215
HB 405

